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Will WIAA memo 

inspire sports fans 

to respond positively? 

A WIAA memo to high school athletic directors stirred passion across Wisconsin last week. 

Many people unfairly criticized the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Association for what they 

perceived as a prohibition on unsportsmanlike chants such as “You can’t do that,” “Season’s over,” 

“fundamentals,” “air ball” and “sieve.” 

Word spread rapidly on social media. That’s no surprise. Students at some schools demonstrated 

disapproval. In Ashwaubenon, students showed up for a game dressed in black with duct tape and “WIAA” 

over their mouths. 

The story went national, even drawing the attention of Sports Illustrated and ESPN. The controversy led 

the WIAA to apologize to schools for the “distress and dissatisfaction.” 

But let’s be clear: The WIAA didn’t ban these chants. Nor did it discipline Hilbert High School star 

basketball player April Gehl. Her school suspended her five games for her profane social media tweet in 

response to the WIAA memo. A game or two would seem more appropriate. But that’s between Gehl and 

her school, not the WIAA. 

Instead, the WIAA sought to discourage taunting and disrespect and instead encourage positive cheering. 

The first WIAA memo stated, in part: “Not wanting to restrict creativity or enjoyment, an enthusiastic 

and boisterous display of support for a school’s team is welcomed and encouraged at interscholastic events 

when directed in a positive manner. However, any action directed at opposing teams or their spectators with 

the intent to taunt, disrespect, distract or entice an unsporting behavior in response is not acceptable 

sportsmanship. Student groups, school administrators and event managers should take immediate steps to 

correct this unsporting behavior.” 

You can bet the WIAA wouldn’t condone that Craig High School students chant “in-bred far-mers” to 

crosstown Parker High School students, and that Parker students respond with “spoil-ed rich kids.” 

On one level, you could argue that the WIAA memo amounts to political correctness run amok. Sporting 

events are a great tradition in high schools and a great social aspect of school years that many graduates 

recall fondly. Why discourage the fun? 

Sports build character. They teach resiliency, teamwork and work ethic that can steel athletes for the real 

world after graduation. 

As long as chants aren’t profane, sexist or racist, they could help players learn to handle adversity. 

Chanting “air ball” when a basketball player’s shot misses the rim might make that athlete determined to 

improve. 

Besides, a little criticism, even if politically incorrect, shouldn’t surprise anyone given the tone of 

today’s politics and the verbal, anonymous assaults people dish out daily on the Internet. 

On the other hand, every Wisconsin school district must have an anti-bullying policy. It makes sense that 

those policies extend to what goes on in gymnasiums, as well. 

On rare occasion, words, actions and passions run overboard and result in fights among fans and verbal 

and even physical assaults of officials, coaches and athletes. No one wants to see that. 

At UW-Madison, students insist on profane chants at Camp Randall. They did their school further 

disservice by recently denigrating an opposing basketball player’s educational level. 

Compared to those antics, what the WIAA is discouraging seems minor. 

We hope the WIAA memo doesn’t discourage kids from attending games—even if it means having an 

athletic director such as Craig’s Ben McCormick being proactive and sitting among students. If the current 

controversy encourages more students to attend games, that would be a good result. 


